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treatment of impurities. Impurities such as sulfur and slag are usually removed from the molten pig iron as it flows in a blast furnace. Sulfur is removed from the molten iron by melting with carbon in a suitable furnace such as the tap furnace and desulfurizing the melted iron with the resultant melt produced by the process. This melting and

desulfurizing treatment is conducted at a temperature of about 1450.degree. F. or about 1150.degree. F. A primary source of sulfur in the material tapped from a blast furnace is the furnace grate blocks. These blocks, which provide for the heat exchange function of the furnace, consist primarily of recycled iron bearing ores such as, for
example, recycled steel, scrap iron, or the like. Often, these furnace grate blocks are contaminated with sulfur bearing minerals. Because of the large number of recycled furnace grate blocks which may be employed, typically about 75,000 or more furnace grate blocks may be used in the manufacture of a molten pig iron product. Such large
numbers of furnace grate blocks are difficult to dispose of. Thus, the utilization of such furnace grate blocks reduces the quantity of available waste disposal sites and, in turn, increases the environmental impact of the disposal of such material. It is, therefore, desirable to provide a process for removing sulfur from molten pig iron and more

particularly from the furnace grate blocks employed in the manufacture of molten pig iron and such a process has been achieved through the development of the present invention.Q: Optimization of mysqldump
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